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Abstract 
Recently, search engines are necessary for finding information across World Wide Web. Different users have different 

search goals. This paper presents a method to automatically suggesting a list of queries that are related to the user input 

query. We propose an approach to infer user search queries by analyzing click-through data. First, we Discover 

different user search goals by clustering the feedback sessions. Feedback sessions are created by analyzing click-

through data. Then we generate pseudo documents to represent the feedback sessions for clustering. At the end, a 

criterion known as “The Classified Average Precision(CAP)” is used to evaluate user search goals performance. 

Ranking of links are done and are represented appropriately to the user. 

 

Keywords: User search queries, clustering search results, feedback sessions, pseudo-documents, CAP. 

1. Introduction 

A Web is a collection of inter-related files on one or more Web servers. An application of data mining 

technique known as the Web mining is used to extract data from Web data. Web data is Web content data 

(it can either be text, image or any such record), Web structure data (hyperlinks, logs) and Web usage data 

(http logs, app server logs). In this paper we use the Web usage mining data. Discovery of meaningful 

patterns from data generated by client-server transactions on one or more Web localities. Analyzing and 

reconnoitering the regularities in Weblog records for electronic commerce, enrich the quality and delivery 

of internet information services to the end user, and improve the Web server system performance.  

 

A Web server usually registers a log entry, or Weblog entry, for every access of a Web page. It includes the 

URL requested the IP address from which the request originated, and a timestamp. Based on the Weblog 
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records, we have to construct the feedback session. Because Weblog data provide information about what 

kind of users will access what kind of Web pages. This session consists of URL’s and click sequence and it 

focus on user search goals. Only using a feedback session we do not understand the user search goals 

exactly. User search goal analysis is important to optimize search engine and effective query results 

organization. When query is submitted to search engine, the returned web pages of search results are 

analyzed [6]. Based on the feedback session construct the pseudo documents for analyzing the accurate 

result. These pseudo documents consist of keywords of URL’s in the feedback session. This is called as 

enriched URL’s. The enriched URL’s are clustered and form a pseudo document. Clustering is the practice 

of grouping the data into clusters or classes, so that the objects from a single cluster have a high 

resemblance in comparison to one another but are very dissimilar to object in other clusters.[14] 

 

After the construction of the pseudo document is complete, based on the documents collection detail the 

Web search results are restructured [14]. 

In the online model  learning step, queries are summarized into concepts by clustering a click through 

mutual. Then, from session data a Concept Sequence(CS)  tree is constructed as the query suggestion 

model [4]. 

 

• We discover different user search goals for a query by clustering the proposed feedback sessions. 

• We  generate pseudo-documents to better represent the feedback sessions for clustering. 

• We define a new approach “Classified Average Precision (CAP)” to evaluate the performance of 

inferring user search goals. 

    This paper studies the trustworthiness of implicit feedbacks generated from the click through data in 

WWW search. 

 

2. Literature Survey  

 
We outline user search goals as the information on different facets of a result that user groups want to 

obtain. Information needed is a user’s particular want to obtain the data and placate his/her need. User 

search goals can be measured as the clusters of information needs for a request. The inference and analysis 

of the search goals can have a lot of benefits in improving search engine relevance and user experience. 

 

In this paper, we aim at inferring the number of different user search goals for a query and representing 

each goal with some keywords automatically. We first propose a unusual approach to infer user search 

goals for a query by clustering our suggested feedback sessions [1]. Then, we propose a the optimization 

method to map feedback sessions to pseudo-documents which can proficiently reveal user information 

requirements. At last, we cluster these pseudo documents to infer user search goals and represent them with 

some specific keywords[1]. 
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Fig1. System Architecture of the Proposed System. 

3. Equations 

 
3.1 Feedback Sessions 

 

Feedback sessions are considered as users’ hidden feedback. In general, a session for web search is a 

arrangement of consecutive queries to satisfy a solitary information and some clicked results [2]. But to 

infer user search intents/goals for a particular query, single session is considered. Single session 

corresponds to only one query, which differs from conservative session. The proposed feedback session 

consists of both clicked and unclicked URLs for a particular query in a single session and ends with last 

clicked URL. This shows that before last clicked URL, all the URLs are perused and assessed by user. 

Therefore, all clicked URLs and unclicked URLs before last click are considered as user feedbacks. In each 

feedback session clicked URL (visited link) tells users information need and unclicked URL (unvisited 

link) tells what users do not want [2].This visited link is called as positive feedback and unvisited link is 

called as negative feedback. There are large numbers of diverse feedback sessions in user click-through log. 

So it is efficient to examine feedback sessions for inferring user search goals than to examine clicked URLs 

or search results directly. 

 

 

 
Fig 2. Snapshot of a Feedback Session 
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3.2 Building Pseudo-Documents 

 

As URLs alone are not informative enough to tell intended meaning  of a submitted query. To obtain rich 

information, we enrich each URL with additional text content by extracting the titles and snippets of URLs 

appearing in feedback session. Thus, each URL in feedback session is denoted by small a textual content 

which contains its title and a piece of info. Then some text pre-processing is done on those  textual 

contents, such as converting all the alphabets to lowercase,  removing stop words (frequent words) and 

word stemming by using porter algorithm [15]. Lastly, TF-IDF [11] vector of URL’s titles and snippets 

(piece of info) are designed respectively, where 

 

Tui = [tw1, tw2,…., twn]
T 

 

Sui = [sw1, sw2,…., swn]
T         (1) 

 

where Tui and Sui are TF-IDF vectors of URL’s title and small piece of information/snippet, respectively. ui 

is i
th

 URL in feedback session. Wj is the j
th

 term in the enriched URL. The twj and swj represents j
th

 term in 

the URL’s title and snippet respectively. Feature representation Fui , of i
th

 enriched URL is weighted sum 

Tui of and Sui . 

 

Fui = wtTui + wsSui =[fw1, fw2,….., fwn]
T       (2) 

 
 

where wt and ws are weights of title and small piece of information/snippet respectively. Each term of Fui , 

denotes importance of term in ith URL. 

In order to acquire the feature representation of a feedback session, a method  known as the optimization 

method is used to merge feature representations of each clicked and unclicked enriched URLs in the 

feedback session. Let Ffs be feature representation of a feedback session, Fwm and Fwi are feature 

representation of clicked and unclicked URLs respectively and Ffs(W) is value for term w. Ffs should be 

such that sum of distance between Ffs and each Fwm is minimized and sum of distance between Ffs and Fwi 

is maximized [2]. 

 

Ffs = [ffs(w1) + ffs(w2)+….+ ffs(wn)]
T       (3) 

 

Each feedback session is represented by Ffs . This is nothing but pseudo-document which is used for 

discovering user intents or search goals. These pseudo-documents comprises of what the user requires and 

what it does not need, which is used to study exciting facets of a query [2]. 

 

 

3.3 Using K-means to Cluster Pseudo-Documents 

 

In order to cluster pseudo-documents with k-means, the important factor is to define the distance measure 

between two data points and defining the number of clusters. There are two variations of distance 

measures, one is derived from cosine based similarity and the other is derived from Jaccard similarity 

coefficient. The feature representation of pseudo-document is Ffs . The similarity between two pseudo-

documents is defined as below: 

 

Simi,j = cos(Ffsi, Ffsj) = (Ffsi . Ffsj)/(|Ffsi||Ffsj|)     
OR           

   (4) 

Simi,j = cos(Ffsi, Ffsj) = (Ffsi n Ffsj)/(|FfsiUFfsj|)    
 

 

And the distance two feedback sessions i.e. pseudo document is: 

 

Disti,j = 1- Simi,j                          (5) 
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K-means algorithm is used to cluster pseudo-documents because of its simplicity and effectiveness. K-

means clustering results in good quality performance for document clustering. As a prior number of user 

search goals for a query are unknown so we have chosen arbitrary value for k initially (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

After clustering all pseudo-documents, each cluster denotes user search goal i.e. intention of user. Centroid 

of a cluster is calculated by taking average of all the vectors of the pseudo- documents in the cluster [1] 

 
Fig 3. Original Unclusterd Data VS Clustered Data 

 

Fcenteri = Ectk=1Ffsk/Ct,(Ffsk C Cluster t)   

where Fcenteri is ith cluster center and Ci is the number of pseudo-documents in the ith cluster. Fcenteri is 

used represent user search goal/intent of ith cluster and to categorize the search results. User search 

goals/intents depicted with the terms with highest values in the center points of each cluster. These depicted 

keywords can be used to suggest more meaningful and precise query. 

 

3.4 Restructuring web search results 

 
Web search results are reorganized on the basis of discovered user search goals/intents. As inferred user 

search goals are depicted with vectors in (6) and feature representation of each URL in search result is 

calculated by (1) and (2). Then categorize each URL into a cluster centred with user search goals/intents by 

selecting smallest distance between user search goal vectors and URL vectors. 

 

 

4. Advantages of Proposed System 

 
The advantages of this system over the one that already exists are: 

 

• The framework is capable of inferring the user search goals for the defined query by clustering the 

results into a feedback sessions.The distribution of the user search goals is conveniently obtained 

when feedback sessions are clustered instead of clustering the search results or the clicked URLs 

[1] 

• An optimization method which is used to combine the URLs (clicked and non clicked/referred) in 

a feedback session is used to form pseudo-documents.These pseudo-documents can meritoriously 

echo the needs of the user.Thus one can tell about the user search goals in detail [2]. 

• A new criterion known as Classified Average Precision a.k.a CAP is used to assess the 

performance of the inference based on the restructured web search results. Thus, we can determine 

the number of user search goals for a query[1]. 
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5. Performance Analysis 
 

The  performance of existing system and proposed system is measured. In the existing system,only the user 

search goals are inferred, i.e. the existing system just states what user searches for and what user does not 

search for. Hence the existing system can demonstrate the unwanted or noisy search results as well along 

with the required result[14]. In the proposed system, the user search goal is provided exactly at first link 

among the search results. Based on the availability of the user search goals at top link, efficiency is 

stated[14]. User required material can be collected with in some top search results. 

 

 
Fig 4. Performance of the Existing System VS the Proposed System 

6. Conclusions 

As the Web and its usage continues to matures, the prospect to analyze Web data and extract all manner of 

beneficial knowledge from it also grows. In the last few years, we have seen the emergence of Web mining 

as a rapidly growing area, due to the efforts laid by the research community as well as innumerable 

organizations were actively working on  it. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for user search goals 

using feedback session and pseudo document. First we construct a feedback session to analysis the user 

search goal from the Weblog record. It cannot provide the accurate result. So that we can introduce the 

pseudo document to provide the accurate results. Based on the pseudo document we have to restructure the 

Web search results. 
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